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INTRODUCTION
work can be vfewei
Instrument
it

to achieve

as man's

other

aim fn lffe,

goals.

Is wrong to al low the vagueness

fnilvfiuals

frequently

Accorifng

to the Office

very welfare

wel I the ~eo~le
wfie variety

ani error

that

of our country

are trafnei,

of occu,atlona

ie~loyei
that

to make vocatfonal

(1967),

ie,enis
ani usei

iemani,

last

Hewer (1963)

believes

half

that

century

underlying

and Grant

states

consciousness

regarding

dance has come about
(1965)

take

toiay.

available

to all

fn this

ft has been elnce

goals.

Hence,

lacement

the vocational

the emergence

,ast

oemos

of a social

of vocational

decade.

gui-

oaane and others

Hewer and oemos, stating
the American ~eo-

much em,hasls
em,hasls

u,on

long range

has been moved from

to counseling.

What fs vocatfonal
( 1951),

the

chofcee.

world war II that

to devote

wfthfn

occu,atfonal

between

choice.

have become concerned

the fm,ortance

a ,osftlon

~le have been able

that

fn the

ft wfl I be

ft fs just

scfentfsta

with the factors
(1965)

that

the

u,on how

are available

gufiance

many

a career.

who are making or wf 11 make a vocatfonal

those

that

the view,

of Man,ower Research

If we are going to meet this
necessary

Whatever

face when choosing

ani future

or as his

It

fs a ~recess

guidance?

According

that

a ~erson

hel~s

to su,er
develo,

and

2
accept

an adequate

be able

to test

eventually

Smith

aspects

assisting
Smith

this

fndfvfduals

The person

against

himself

realfty

that

comprfse

In their

that
to better

over-al

vocational

untfl

that

a segment

"The vocadevoted

to

I development."

guidance

understand

must

he is of benefit

(196 8 , p. 22) states

of guidance

students

believes

of hfmself.

picture

he satisfies

to socfety.
tional

picture

must assist

themselves

all

and their

environment.
Isaacson
factory

quotes

occupational

Super

when he refers

to a satis-

choice.

The Individual
can be helped In the process
of moving toward a satisfying
vocational
choice
in two ways.
(1) By helping him to develop abilities
and Interests,
and (2) by helping him to
acquire
an understanding
of himself and his
strengths
and weaknesses
so that satisfying
choices
can be made. (Isaacson,
1966, p. 25)
Accord Ing to WI11 iamsen
practices

in American

originated

by Frank

book,

Choosing
According

schools,
parsons

(1964,

p. 854),

vocational
and described

"As

guidance
f~

his

was
1909

a vocation."
to Zytowskf:

The development
of vocational
under Frank parsons stimulus
fn
of this century might be regarded
invention
of an idea, but as the
• vocational
guidance had a
the previous
century
in which to

guidance
the first
decade
not as the
flowing of one •
background of
develop.

That background
Included
the recognition
that Interests
as well as abilities
determined
fitness
for occupations,
the first
attempts
rtt
occupational
Information,
and the proposal
of
a profession
of vocational
counseling.
These

3

Ideas which a,,eared
In the
solid one-century
foundation
the contem~orary ,ractlce
of
logy as ft evolved from lte
by Frank Parsons. (Zytowskf,

,rovfdes a
u~on which reats
counseling ~sycholnstftutlonallzatlon
1967, ~. 55)
18oo•s

Maredon states:
The baste a,~roach In vocational
counseling
as ,ractfced
by Parsons, consisted
of evaluating
the individuals
career decision In terms of his
a~tltudes
and convincing him that he should acce,t
the counselor's
evaluatfon
If different
than his
own. (Marsdon, 1966, ,. 1)
.: ,

I

School role
Is the agency that

The school
,osltfon

to hel,

cam~bel I {1968)

the student

a.onsfderatlon
as,ects

make vocational

Is of the o~fnlon

segment of our educational

and Slocum (1970,

~.

they are

unable

left

65) are also

to co,e adequately

and occu~atfonal

years

~. 322) ,olnts
vocational

guidance,

Hflverda

of the o,tnfon

student.

that

the

They states

own resources,
with ,roblems

•••

many are

of educational

for"•

the res-

guidance.
••

Su~er

some fifteen

has been overshadowed

focusing

adjustment."

meeting

In vocational

out that

guidance

by guidance

and ~ersonal

give adequate

youth.

are not now adequately

of assisting

~onslbllftfes

the guidance

choices."

The schools

(1957,

to their

decisions.

as well as the academic

of quallffed

school must hel~ the vocational
"If

that

$ystem should

to the vocational

fn the ,1acement

Is fn the best

by ~ersonal

on ~ersonal fty ,rob I ems

4

Robert
i1 the

Hoppock describes

secondary

schools

what vocational

was like

about

fifty

guidance
years

ago.

There was no counse I or.
There were no homeroom
discussions
of educational
and vocational
planning.
Frank Parsons had written
hfs book six years earlier,
but I doubt that anyone in my high school had read
ft or even heard of ft.
I ist
Our guidance then consisted
of a printed
of the subjects
offered
and required
in our three
curricula:
The classical
with four years of Latin;
the scientific
with four years of Science,
and the
commerical with four years of susiness.
The I fst
was handed to us one day.
we were told to bring ft
back the next day with our choice of the curriculum
we would follow the next four years.
If we expected
to go to college
we were told to choose either
the
classical
or the Scientific
curriculum.
(Hoppock,
1967 b, p. 130.)
Historical

dimensions

Wil I famsen has
vocational

guidance

I fsted

seven

major

movement covering

dimensions
the

last

of the

fifty

years:
1.
The first
significant
dimension if the
objectivity
of the analysis
of man's capabilities
employing the external
criterion
••••
Before
the 1890 decade,
there was I ittle
objectivity
in
the appraisal
and estimation
of man's capabf I ities.

2. A second revolution
in vocational
guidance
originated
in Germany and France around the turn
of the century when psychological
tests
were applied
to the identification
of workers in various
industries
who were unsatisfactory
in meeting the
requirements
of the employer.
For the first
time,
there was an objective
external
criterion
against
which to check and to correlate
the emerging psychometric
tests
of aptitudes.

3. A third dimension
guidance movement has been
experimental
mtehods as a
determing
job requirements
methods replace
the ancient
tion and estimation.

of the vocational
the employment of
baste technique
for
and capabilities.
These
methods of observa-

5
4. A fourth unique invention
is the contrfbutfon of industrfal
psychologists
in their
description of work or jobs in the same terms that workers
are described.

5. A fifth
characteristic
of vocational
guidance is the revolutionary
reconstruction
of
educational
guidance as ft was earl fer called.
The army psychologists
•••
turned to the occupation of studentship
as though ft were a vocation,
subject
to psychometric
description
by means of
experiment.
Even though •••
our correlations
with the criterion
of grades are less than perfect,
stf I I they are far better
than the estimation
and the teachers
ratfngs
of a half century ago.
6. A sixth major breakthrough
was the objective measurement of that elusive
phenomenon called
interests.
E. R. Strong Jr.,
and Fredrick
Kuder
have given technical
literature
which makes possfble
much improved vocational
guidance over that which
is based upon self diagnosis
of Interests.

7. A seventh significant
contributfon
is the
development of rational
reasoning
about self in
communicable terms, so that counselor
and student
can understand
the students
capabilities
relevant
to the prediction
of a given criterion
as a fundamental preparation
for his rational
choice of
adult career objectives.
(Williamsen,
1964,
pp. 855-857)
current

status

Rapid
that

of vocational

technological

young people

in earlier
"Students
opportunity

guidance

change

need vocational

times.

reality

guidance

~. 65) state:

bound have a small

testing

of their

things

more now than

and . Slocum (1970,

Hilverda

who .re not college
for

means among other

and decllnfng

occupational

abilities."
If guidance
informed
of factors

about,
that

is going

to help

understand,
are

relevant

ft must be an fntergral

part

each individual

and appreciate
to his

choices

be

the variety
and actions,

of any meaningful

education.

6

Super

states:
BY the time boys and girls
reach the eighth
or ninth grade,they
have already
formed ideas
about the nature and suftabll
fty of many kinds
of work, and about thefr own abil I ties and
interests.
These Ideas are stll I generally
vague
and ill-formulated
and they are subject
to change
with new experiences.
(Super, 1957, p. 302)
Sf fferd

ideas

(1962,

young people

p. 1) believes
have about

"

what fs heard

movies

and on television,

and what Is heard

teenagers

cerned

about

that

nearly

their
half

high

(Isaacson,

school.
Hilverda

schools
assisting
for

the

counselors

with

to Hilverda

were conThey found

In thefr

sample

a living

after

~. 66) are of the o~lnfon

are
with

not adequately

their

"School

Ideas

and plans

counselors

•••

the responsfbf

In makfng educational
According

group of

p.9)

(1970,

They states

are not now coping
youth

1966,

the young people
future.

graders

how they would earn

and Slocum

and school

In their

the future.

of the ninth

about

and relatives."

from 40 to 50 percent
for

In the

in the magazines,

parents,

reported

plans

were worried

come from

what is seen

what fs read

from friends,

that

many of the

occupations

on the radfo,

Kemmers and Shimberg
15,000

that

llty

and occupational

of assisting
decisions."

and Slocums

Evidence from recent studies
in the state of
washington
and elsewhere
Indicates
that the great
majority
of high school students
do not discuss
their occupational
plans with their
counselors.
Fewer sti I I acknowledge
that their plans have been
influenced
to an appreciable
extent by their contacts
with school personnel.
Many students
apparently receive
I ittle
vocational
guidance from either
teachers
or counselors.
(HI I verda and Slocum, _19701
,.

66)

7
Another

study

re,orted

the 1ack of vocational

by cam,bel I (1968)

counselfng

In the school

by Kaufman, Schaefer,

Lewis and House.

most of the guidance

~eo~le were college

they de,ended
seeking

on the student

occu,atfonal

vocational

was done

They found that
orfented

and that
fn

They found that

very

or ex~erfence

fn

counseling.
fn these

the chance for occu~atlonal
the school

to ~rovfde

shows

the fnftlatlve

had any education

Why have the students

that

to take

Information.

few of the counselors

that

guidance?

counselor~

guidance

8tudfes

not been given

Hoyt suggests

are f I 1-equf~~ed

at ~resent

services:

(1) Guidance ,ersonnel
In the ty~lcal school
are not sufflclently
numerous to do all that they
are called u,on to do.
(2) The ty~lcal school counselor does not
~art
have sufficient
background to be an integral
of vocational
education.
(Hoyt, 1970, ,. 63)

Odell

agrees

In describing

with Hoyt, but he goes one ste~

why the coun8elors

to do vocational

further

do not have the background

guidances

The vocational
guidance ~rogram has been
eclt,sed
by the ,reoccu,atfon
of counselor
trainers
and counselors
who as~fre to be cllnlcal ,eychologfsts,
lay analysts,
and social case
workers.
vocational
guidance has been downgraded
fn recent years.
Many school administrators
think
than
of counselors
more as clerks or administrators
as counselors.
Most counselors have too large a
case load.
But even when they are not overloaded
with students
they are overloaded with administrative details
that could be better carried on by
clerks ••••
What I lttle
counsel Ing Is done Is
seldom concerned wfth vocational
choices.
(Odell,
1965, ,. 51)
If this

Is the case,

change the ~resent

status?

then what Is being done to
According

to the Office

of

Manpower Research
new stresses

and supply

in vocational
"Recent

(1967),

federal

new resources

guidance.

developments

programs

Odell

many new opportunities

to aid

(1965,

in Washington
on and off

wf II create
the school

p. 51) writes:

D.C. have opened up
the job in vocational

educatfon."
Summary
The schools

are not now adequately

demands for

vocational

guidance.

of training

by the counselors

upon them by admfnfstrators,
receive
cha Ices.

the necessary

choices,
greater
choices.

Because

and the stresses

in reaching

of our society
more emphasis
concern

about

toward

occupational

of the

satfsfyfng

upon long range
the factors

placed

do not

Occu pat i ona I gu f dance has changed
because

the

of the lack

many students

help

ment to counsel Ing, mainly
awareness

meeting

from p I ace-

increased
occupational

goals,

underlying

and
occupational

9

INNOVATIONS
t\eed for

change

According

to Isaacson:

While the basic purpose of counsel Ing
(self
clarification
leading toward self-determination)
remains constant,
the techniques
used by the counselor
wf I I obviously
vary
according
to the individual
client
and his
1966, p. 399)
needs.
(Isaacson,
There are almost
W1at methods

are

SJper suggested
c,otces

as many different

used as there
that

because

of young people
of vocational

N)w, thirty

years

~e being

developed.

later,

Some writers
to assist

v>cational

choices,

t ional

choices,

r~sponses
t1fnks

the

In 1942,

many of the vocational

choice

There

themselves

reality,

were defective.
ideas

is stf I I much disagreement

are most useful.
O'Hara

the

Individual

we must teach

we must teach
learning

best

methods

are

fn exploration

m~tivate

them to seek

s~m.ewha t wf th Br fan.

that

if we

in making mature
him how to make voca-

him how to make vocational

the

s ' udents

state

(1968)

through

p ov I de accurate

are writers.

many new and different

like

a·e going

as to

were so out of I ine with

t,e methods

a3 to which methods

ideas

process.

those

that

of training

f nforma t f on that

interest

opportunities

information.
She writes

Brian

Hewer (1963)
that

(1968)

the
and
agrees

the counse I or must

wi I I encourage

the se If-

10

examination
should

process.

Hewer declares

use a multi-media

the counselor

system of career

explora-

tion.
Many Ideas

and systems

are successful

while

have been explored.

others

do not achieve

some

the goals

for whfch they were designed.
Interests
The role
tional

that

reference

recently

developed.

to the fact

determined

in assisting

play

is not an innovation

guidance

it was Just

interests

fitness

that

However, as Marsdon points

in the sense

Zytowski

the recognition

for occupations

voca-

(1967)

that
makes

of interests

in the 1800"s.

out:

The need for more extensive
knowledge of
is wel I recognized
by
occupational
interests
educational
psychologists
and vocational
counselors.
The empfrfcal
evidence is I imi ted
largely to the data concerning
the strong vocational
Interest
Blank and the Kuder Preference
Record which have been applied to only a smal I
number of occupations.
(Marsdon, 1966, p. 5)
Borg states:
A number of inventories
are available
that
aim at determining
the vocational
interest
of
the Individual
tested.
These are self-reporting
devices in which the student
indicates
activities
that he I ikes or dfsl fkes.
The results
tel I us
how the subject perceives
himself and what he is
wf I ling to reveal about himself.
(Borg, 1963,
102)

p.

Interest
counselor
west,
tories

inventories

are useful

in a number of ways.

and Rfcksecker
lend themselves

(1964,

According

p. iii):

specfffcally

to the vocational
to cal I is,

"Interest
to vocational

invencounsel-

11
ing and provide
me counselor

a non-threatening
and student

departure

in dealing

point

with other

for
student

µ-ob I ems."
oavfs
hteres

(1965)

states

three

reasons

why fndivfduals'

ts are usefu I to the counse I or:

(1} A thorough study of interests
before an
interview
gives the counselor a better
understanding
in his mind
of the individual
and raises
questions
that can be explored during the interview.
·
(2) The scores from an interest
test or
questionnaire
provide starting
points for profitable
discussions
about educational
and vocational
plans.
(3) Many examinees ffnd that scores on
interest
tests draw their attention
to scattered
ideas and feelings
that they have never organized
way; consideration
and thought about in a systematic
of these ideas and feelings
fn the light of their
interests
scores and dfscussfons
about them with a
skilled
counselor often enable examinees to understand themselves
better.
(Davis, 1965, p. 179)
There
cofce

is a controversy

and measured

( 970) affirm
b: the

that

counseloPs

Ue client's
that
fied
idea
1970,

between

vocational

interest.

many cl fents
wf I lfngness

expressed

choice.

expressed

Rose and Elton

mf ght be better
to accept

vocational

served

the val idfty

of

They state:

The findings
from our data seem to indicate
greater
use of expressed
choice may be justiexcept fn those areas where the client
has no
what he mfght like to be.
(Rose and Elton,
p. 31}

Goldman takes

the other

point

of view:

Expressed interests
can al I too easily
be
influenced
by misinformation
as to what a particular
occupation
consists
of.
Also, an expression
of
interest
in a particular
occupation
may be an echo
of parental
desires
or a felt need for the prestige
which the name of the occupation
connotes to the
(Goldman, 1961, p. 327}
person.

12

Whatever

the position

the counselor

~pressed

or tested

interests,

interests

unt

in the occupational

decisions

role

will make.
b

It is the responsibilfty

use this

information

has regarding
play an fmporthat

the students

of the counselor

to benefit

the

counselee.

Si muI a ted tasks
to saker:

According

Studies have shown that simulated occupational
tasks employed to give secondary school students
realistic
work experiences
have increased
occupational information
seeking.
(Baker, 1968, P. 1417)
A different

simulation

approach

B·aland and Sweeney (1970).
h1pothetical

life

for

training

t ona I aspects

Here students

of a peer whose basic

o· may not be simf lar
pan

is reported

to their

own.

requirements
of the persons

plan

by
the

situation

The student

may
must

as wel I as the non-educaIi fe.

Mm-machine programs
Most of the innovations

in career

t )e use of some type of machine or other
Uat assists

the student

seeking

guidance

Involves

Instrument

information.

Hopson

aid Hayes report:
There seems little
ff any question whether
man-machine systems w11 I emerge in counseling
•••
professions.
The important questions
are
rather,
how will they emerge, what form wil I they
take, and who wil I monitor and control their development?
It is of the utmost importance that those of
us who have assumed the responsibilities
and privilege of helping others with their personal
problems
and aspirations
become well enough informed regard-

13

ing man-machine systems to participate
intel I fgently and sensitively
fn their
deve I opment.
( HOpson and Hayes, 1968,
p. 420)

There have been many attempts
t l onal

guidance

~ewers,

with pictures,

and other

planned

s 1stem that

goes along

with

o' dress
a:hieve

Just

objectives

to have

and a pro-

ft wf 11 not be of value.
programs

involving

have been successful.

education
with

elucational

Educaorganized

the machines.

planned

Tiedeman ( 1969) reports

crnter,

tapes,

few attempts

There have been some planned

sicondary

voca-

A program must have some

without

accompanies

m1chines that

audio

The New vork state

objectives.

t)e man-machine
g·am that

graphs,

(1969) reports

tion Department
wth

media.

to implement

takes

the basic
machine.

rehearsals
realization

a proposa I f n whf ch a I I
place

aid being

This machine

would provide

which a person

needs

in the process

of career

of vocational

According

to Hal I worth
council

Resource

instructional

c~mputerfzation

a ~ the Canadian

in a Learning

for

an

in order

a serf es
to

choice.

information

(1970)
Research

In a paper

presented

In Education:

The main objective
of computer programs is
to promote the decision-making
ability
of the
student by making information
vvailable
to him
and by giving him the opportunity
for vicarious
experiences
in making occupational
choices.
(Hal 1worth, 1970, p. 2)
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computers
replacements
computer

are
for

system

tools

him.

used by the counselor,
Gal Jagher

that

can help

range of alternatives

abilable.

programmed to give

Information,

d~cfsfon-makfng
various

value

uses

and apply
better

systems

The computers
provide

masses of information

not a decfsion-makfng
personal,

According

for student

life

career

games.

guidance

program

to systemat i ve,
to help

and career

machine,

occupational

are

and the chance to study

as a tool

educational

on a

see the complex

of a high school

the computer

informed

(1969) reports

students

by playing

(1968) tells

Smfth
that

experiences,

not

retrieve,

students

make

choices.

but rather

and educational

It fs

a library

of

information.

to Smith:

It seems that one of the outstanding
characteristics
of computers is the flexibility
in
permfttfng
students
to explore a variety
of
occupations.
It also produces discrepancy
statements if there appears to be a lack of agreement
between the student's
request for occupational
and
information
and hfs interests
and abilities;
makes daily print-outs
of the names of al I students
whose interactions
with the computer program
resulted
in either a major or minor discrepancy.
(Smith, 1968, . p. 21)
One of the most widely
Hoover,

1969; .Smith.

system

used

"Vital

Information

was initiated
acquire
for

the

career

reported

1968; Whitfield

in San Diego county
for

to help
information
planning.

Education
secondary

systems

(Gerstein

and Glaeser,

California.

students

1969) Is the

Entitled

and work" this

and

system

to individually

needed to lay the groundwork
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Restructured

occupational

(v ia a microfilm

format)

inforrnatfon

that

possess

be ing readily

accessible

eaey updating

by the producer.

Gerstein

is provided

the qualities

of

to the user and amenable

to

reports:

The use of V.I.E.W. materials
in conjunction
with a counselor
taught unit in career planning
is an optimal way to present occupational
information.
This approach was viewed by the student
users as being of greater value than information
they had used in the past.
(Gerstein,
1969, p. 42e1)
·-·-

concerning

the V.I.E.W.

p, 85) reports
t,at

that

"It

the microfilm

by both

students

p·oject

M,A,c.E.

d~veloped

aperture

guidance

through

dents

r ural

•••

college,

career

project

was designed

choices.

Exploration)
students.

a I types

•••
favored

schools."

started

in utah,

of the Utah state

University,
to serve

and the utah
the rural

educational

The MA.C.E.

program has not
Project

is highly

of secondary

The state

(1969,

Whitfield

from the results

in Utah to make more logical

pational
career

card

the cooperation

Soard of Education,
T~chnical

is evident

and staff

A vocational

approach,

and occu-

(Mobile
I imited

stu-

Assisted
itself

to

M.A.C.E. has been utilized

of schools.

The program

is described

in a brochure

available

f rom the mobi I e unit:
The
composed
wide and
fortably

mobile unit for Project M.A.C.E. is
of a specially
constructed
trailer
12'
44• long.
Attractively
panel led, comheated and cooled, and divided into

in
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two rooms, one for smal I group and individual
meetings with the counselor,
and the other
for student career exploration
under the supervision of an occupational
information
instructor.
MACEwas designed •••
to serve ninth grade
students.
The students
will spend 14 hours with
the counselor and the occupational
information
instructor.
Basically
the program has been envisioned as helping the ninth grade student:
(1) acquire
a greater knowledge of self and the world of work,
and (2) gain practice
fn pre-vocational
decision
making.
In addition
to student
interaction
with the
counselors
various types of career information
materials
wil I be available
to the student.
These
materials
include printed
brochures,
pamphlets,
job interviews,
cassette
tapes, and monographs
describing
important aspects
relative
to several
thousand jobs.
A unique aspect of Project MACEis the attempt
to help students
become aware of the many excel lent
career opportunities
not requiring
a college degree.
Thus, publications
about apprenticeable
trades,
on-the-job
training
opportunities,
and information
concerning post-secondary
technical
institutions
are available.
One of the most unique
to involve

the parents

development
involves

the parents,

dent has acquired

in the program

the unit,

material
are

The results
that

discussed

the stuwith the

present.

some of the school
program designed

after

similar

in construction,

is felt

that

dents

step

and counselor.

and al I other

during

in the vocational

The last

student

tests,

of MACE is the attempt

of the youth

of the students.

of the student

parents

aspects

this

in vocational

wil I be of great

districts
Project

education

a

MACE. These programs

but they are not mobile.

particular

value.

in utah are using

method of assisting
and career

are
rt

the stu-

development
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Behav i or and group techniques
Not at I the new approaches
approach.

A study

involve

by Krumboltz

and Thoresen

f I lustrates

the use of behavioral

the purpose

of encouraging

found that

reinforcement

information

seeking

According

the man-machine
(1968)

group counseling

vocational

for

exploration.

treatments

resulted

They

fn more

actfvfties.

to woody:

Although behavior techniques
are relatively
new in vocational
counseling,
such studies
as
those on verbal reinforcement
for informationseeking and decision
making with students
coming
for career counseling
lend strong support for their
immediate use.
(Woody, 1968, p. 102)
Bailey
designed

(1969)

to assist

relationships

suggests

with

counselors

in career

counselors

Guidance

technician

An innovative
involves

recommends

as wel I as indfvfduals
the benefits

of peer

sharing.

technique

proposed

mainly

vocational

by Hoyt (1970)

a guidance

"I see this

employed prfmari ly at the junior

to prospective

The

and teacher

p. 63) states:

would be responsible

(1967)

This provides

a new type of teacher,

Hoyt (1970,

more

in group settings.

Personnel

and knowledge

counseling

must include

work wfth groups

guidance.

participation

effective

fn career-choice

Committee on Specialized
that

that

for

high

teacher
level

teaching

students."

teacher.
as

where he

group guidance
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Hoyt also
position

that

He suggests

proposes

a guidance

would require
four

types

technician,

two years

a

of training.

of technicians:

(1) Trained in the area of outreach
and
recruitment
of the disadvantaged
for vocational
education,
(2) oata gatherer
- trained
in local information gathering.
(3) Test operator
- a person that would give
tests to determine
ff students
can handle specific
vocations.
(4) Follow-up technician
- trained
to do
fol low up studies
of students
who have left vocational education.

According
have several

to Hoyt,

the technician

program would

advantages:

(1)
It would provide a viable way of currying
out basically
simple yet essential
guidance procedures at a far lower cost than would be necessary
ff professionals
were assigned to the task.
(2)
It would give some assurance
that these
tasks would fn fact be carried
out.
(3)
It would provide possibilities
for many
new positions
that could be fit led by disadvantaged
youth.
(4)
It would be the beginning of a career
ladder concept in guidance that would move up frorr 1
a technician
to guidance teacher,
and finally
to a
specialists
position
as vocational
educator or
guidance counselor.
(Hoyt, 1970, pp. 63-64)

Summary
Stimulated
technological
years,
programs

by legfslatfon
society,

an e~pansion

of machine
patfonal

we have seen during

It seems that
are

those

for the motivation
fnformatfon,

the last

of the number and types

being offered.

of the new techniques

and the needs of our

that

few

of vocational

the most successful
involve

and dissemination

and a program organized

some form
of occuand
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carried
increased

out by a guidance
availabf

and guidance
choice
past.

lity

opportunities,

specialist.

of vocational
realistic

has become more of a realfty

With the
education
vocational
than

in the
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COUNSELOR'SROLE
Irnpor tan ce of occupa ti ona I counse I in g
The importance
3Chools

is an Issue

of occupational

counseling

that

a gr~ct~ u~ai

has caused

in our
U!

debate.
According
of a certainty
guidance

to Demos and Grant
with

each pass ing year

professionals

must meet the

of too many untrained
trained
aai ley
is based

to meet the
(1969)

points

reports

individuals
specialized
out

that

upon preassumptions

and assimilated

need for

become fully

mindful

human talent

and to support

and vocational

that

Is becoming
voc ati onal

severe

problem

of industry.

al I choice
that

making

in I ife

must be identified
p. 36)

Dugan (1965,

school

counselors"·

of the magnitude

guidance

It

and too few people
needs

by counselors.

an urgent

(1965)

of waste

more rneaningful

appropriate

••

to

of

educational

to the needs

of the

ind iv i dua I • "
Goldberg

states:

There is a need for emphasis on occupational
counseling
in our schools.
we must recognize
that
the average school counselor
is now primarily
concerned with college
bound youth.
Yet other boys
and girls
have equal or greater
need for guidance.
Edu cat f ona I counse I in g of even the co I I e ge bound
students
can gain greatly
in reality
and effectiveness ff it fs linked with occupational
counseling.
(Goldberg,
1965, p. 277)

more
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Role
Many times
understood
strators

the role

by the school
do not always

of the counselor
Rosen
active

suggests

of information
Perhaps

and public

this

He affirms
student

(1969)

that

find

counselor

active

take

According

position

in

to Rosen,

from "neutral"
developers

wil I help

role

a more

Especially

supports

concept

this

functions

of informa-

the school

of the

a vocation.

guides

counselors

what the role

counselor

the role

specialty.

to "active"

understand

Patterson

that

their

and admfni-

and accept

guidance.

must change

is not clearly

Teachers

young people.

of vocational

sources
tion.

understand

in helping

counselors

community.

as an educational

(1970)

role

the area

of the counselor

snould

counselor
somewhat.
help

the

This does not mean that

him along

paths

determined

is.

the

by someone

else.
Dugan states:
The counselor's
role in vocational
guidance
is best described
by his changing,
broader attitude toward the ful I range of youth fn school;
fuller
awareness of the changing world of work and
a greater
knowledge of occupational
information,
vocational
training
and job opportunities
which
wi I I attract
vocational
education
students
as
wel I as college
bound youth.
(Dugan, 1965, p. 56)
Responsibf

I ity

The next
responsibility
guidance.
in the area

question

to consider

of the
Arbuckle

counselor

(196~)

of responsibility

deals

with

regarding

wrftes

that

presents

the

occupational
the

disagreement

an impediment

to

22

the effective

functioning

Campbell
teachers

of the counselor.

(1961::$) indicates

and counselors

en1er vocational

that

assisted

programs,

for the

(1965)

counselor

edLcational

by Memmott (1965,
must recognize
the person
av~ues
ti01al
It

certain

p. 46),

directing

vocational

of the school

this

This

Idea is supported
counselor

in the school
activities
This

role,

refers

to voca-

guidance.
of assist-

but he also

respons f bf If ti es to the schoo I system

According

as

in al I

the responsibility

is the counselor's

consider

the guidance

program."

that

task.

is the responsibility

as wel I as vocational

is apparent

no one

boys and girls

11 •••

responsibility

ing students

ft

planning.

his

education

for

to see that

and career

students

in most schools

contends

both

in helping

as~umed the prime responsibility
Soldberg

although

has

i tse If.

to Demos:

More than any other faculty
member, the
counselor
is the one whose job ft fs to pay
attention
to the world of work.
It is his task
to help the school determine the relative
emphasis on each type of vocationally
oriented
education; and content of training
for each occupation;
and the tone and general emphasis of the whole
school program in terms of its Implications
for
vocational
adjustment.
(Demos, 1965, p. 17)
There

is much agreement

aboJt who is responsible
(1953)

feels

that

qua _ely accepting
lor , because

among writers

in the field

for

vocational

guidance.

the school

counselors

are not ade-

this

of his

responsfbilfty.

position

Hewer

The school

in the educational

counse-

community,
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is the one that
pational

must instigate

guidance

going

techniques.
school

going to keep the students

exploration

and "losers"

throughout

to have to develop

Ryan (1969) writes

system

acquire

are

in career

they are

the occu-

program.

If counselors
interested

and direct

is designed

school,

new and creatfve

that

so that

the American
both the "winners"

can be re a ched as they struggle

meaningful

identity

to

in the technical

world

in which they must compete.
Barlow (1962)

indicates

that

the schools

ing to give adequate

information

fn al I areas

tional

He declares,

"The school

information,

fn distributing
whfch require

its

fts

students

1962,

school

that

of the social

occupatfions

is referring
student.

must aid

in dis-

requiring

clerical

intel If-

and others."

we are failing

hierarchy

placed

to meet the

latter

on occupations

by

personnel.
considering

counselors
school

social,

:nust aid

p. 14)

Barlow reports
because

the school

fail-

of occupa-

oriented

to occupations

gence such as mechanical,
(Barlow,

to all
This

or professionally

"Similarly,

states,

tributing

elite

such characteristics."

more to the college
He also

intellectual

are

what is the apparent

and school

vocational

personnel,

guidance

responsibility

the challenge

and education

of

of public

seems clear.
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Ac<ording to Hoyt (1965,
shculd

p. 135):

be one of imporving

public

11

0ur major

education

concern
sufficiently

we wi 11 not fai I youth now as we have failed

so that

these who recently

left.

11

Kncwledge of world of work
Since

ft

fs apparent

for vocational
coLnselor

guidance

rests

with the counselor,
to prepare

change their

present

the counselor

warts to do his

himself

wil I out of necessity

have to

roles

Hoppock (1967a)

and practices.

who hopes to be effective

job right

will

his head and go out and talk
em~loyees of his
idea.

communfty.

He says

that

sonnel must fami lfarize

"·

11

vocational

Only by doing

interests

One of the first
Jepartment

couiselors
fnf)rmatfon

reinforces
per-

with the workers.
the notion

that
"·

perception
this

Hflverd•

counse•.

counse-

of the

can the counselor

of each student.
recommendations

of Public

at al I levels
relating

and

(1965)

with the workers:

in the habitual

meet the best

hat on

and counseling

themselves

lors must intervene
world."

put his

Wolfbein

guidance

lors must become familiar

and

wfth the employers

.no StocU11(1970, p. 640) supports

State

the

position.

Many counselors

this

the major responsibility

has the responsibility

for this

ad\ises

that

of the Michigan

Instruction
have more local

(1969)

was that

and regional

to the world of work.

Also for
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contacts
state

with

training

employment

agencies.
these

opportunities,

agencies,

and other

How is a counselor

various

agencies

going

service-type
to know about

and opportunities

does as Hoppock and others
they

community and

unless

he

that

is,

have suggested,

go out and become fami I iar

with

the materials

available.
Graff

and Maclean

state:

A counselor
cannot make appropriate
decisions
or be open to a ful I range of
possible
alternatives
when he either
lacks
needed information
or possesses
inaccurate
information.
Having at hand an adequate
inventory
of career
information
which client
and counselor
can consider
together
is
essential.
The information
must be current,
comprehensive,
and accessible.
(Graff and
Maclean, 1970, p. 571)
According
be successful,

to Dugan,
they

if

should

counselors
have the

are
latest

going

to

informa-

ti on about:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

The social
and economic trends of
the job market and its opportunities
and changes.
Occupations
in which there is the
greatest
demand at the current
time.
Opportunities
for advancement.
Employment security.
Fields
in which there are shortages
of available
workers.
Fields
in which there are shortages
of competent workers.
(Dugan, 1966, p.
15)

Campbel I (1968),
support

Hoppock (1967a)

Dugan when they

must have an effective
that

wi II meet the

needs

indicate

that

inventory

of

of all

the

and Hoyt (1965)
counselors
information,
students.

one
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Knowledge of other
occupational
It

factors

choice

is important

he can about
necessary

that

the counselor

occupational

that

involved

influencing

Information,

he be concerned

in selecting

understand
but it

with other

an occupation.

must be able

to the counselee

as much factual

information

values
that

the interests,

• the counselor

•

with each youth's
interests,

Other
upon the

.

as is

aptitudes,

and

must have a thorough

abf llties,

special

and an understanding

as may affect

to present

Dugan (1966, p. 14) believes

of the counselee."
n.

(1965,

Harrod

"The counselor

concerning

is also

factors

p. 203) states:

available

all

his attitudes,

writers

have placed

importance

of social

aptitudes,

of such personal
plans,

familiarity
and
factors

and adjustments."

a great
factors

deal

of emphasis

in career

develop-

ment.
According

to Lipsett:

If the thesis
is accepted that social factors
are of great importance In the vocational
development
and career planning of an individual,
it fol lows
that a counselor
needs to understand
these factors
and their influence
upon an individual ••••
The
counselor
who has a thorough understanding
of these
factors,
as wel I as the counselee•s
measured
interests,
Intelligence,
special
aptitudes
and
leisure
time activities
wf I I be more likely to view
his contribution
in its proper perspective.
(Lipsett,

1965,

p.

79)

Summary
counselors
guidance

must realize

in the career

the

development

importance

of vocational

of students.

The
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counselor

has the primary

to see that

these

and assistance
the counselor

responsibility

students

receive

of the various
choice.

career

in making occupational
is going to assist

he must have an understanding
occupational

in the school

information
factors

information

choices.

these

students,

If
then

of the world of work,

available,
influencing

and a knowledge
occupational
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TEACHER'S ROLE

Resp o n s i b i I i t y
What are
teacher

the responsibilities

in vocational

According

of the

classroom

guidance?

to Isaacson:

The classroom
teacher
has both an opportunity
and a responsibility
to assist
the students
in
reaching
vocational
commitments.
The more the
teacher
understands
the process
of vocational
choice and the world of work in general,
the
more he can assist
students
in his classes,
or
others
who come to him, to develop healthy
attitudes
toward work, to see the broad persspectives
of work, to understand
the vocational
areas related
to one's subject
field,
and to
acquire
the understanding
that wf II lead to wise
196 6 , p. 15)
career choices.
(Isaacson,
Isaacson

feels

In the

that

t her e is a greater
see the

specific

the

responsibility

labor

market

and with

they

going

are

o: work that
rtst

they

they

chance

to accomplish

position

academic

work

wi 11 l:>e attempting
more I imited

ski I Is than

satisfying

The teacher

educational

(1969,

student

this

environment

most other

workers.

to the world
to them and the
upon what-

may be the only
that

wil I have a

task.

p. 190) suggests
in the

to

educational

wi I I need to capitalize

have.

in the

a special

fewer

dropout

the

to make an adjustment

person

Pruitt

with

wi I I be both

of society,

e ver assets

between

The dropout

background
I:

to help

relationship

and occupation.
enter

case of the early

educational

the

teachers

environment:

are

In
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"The relationship
teachers
with

that

is perhaps

any other

contends

rote

p. 15) pofnts

one of the most

for

attitude

Dugan (1966,

p.

"Al I classroom
teach,

teachers

counselors
tance

given

wi II depend

them by the

p, 1) reports

fs becoming

counselor

must rely
and teac: -1er

There are
selor
be able

and the

further

subject

area.

in stating:

of the subject
developing

they

vocational

more and more on the assisteacher.

Starkey

edui::: :1 L·F

(1967,

in vocational

He states:

upon the assistance

to work together

development."
with some

in the

more difficult.

teacher.

devel-

self-acceptance,

of the counselor

many barriers

is

students."

classroom

the position

guidance

teachers

on the

of their

teacher

relationships

irrespective

and choices

the chi Id.

implica-

and career

15) goes one step

the

fn the pupil's

of common interest

have some influence

attitudes

with

has significant

strong

for

remains

the classroom

motivation,

wi II build

because

contact

have

teacher

of self-discovery

development,

students

Pruitt

teacher

elements
role

encouragement

Teachers

out

important

"The teacher's

tions

of the

developed

students

to a single

the most extended

Dugan (1966,

opment.

the

their

those

staff."

secondary

in contrast

grades,

one affording

the

wtth

than

more extensive

although

teachers

elementary

develop

member of the school

that

several

students

"The

he can gafn from

-~. i,
that

exist

The counselor
to help

the

between

the coun-

and the teacher
students

in th~fr

must
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vocational

development.

fol lowing
part

opinion:

cote

"There

of many teachers

other

appendage

reluctance

p. 11) is of the

is some reluctance

to accept

than a frilly

He contends

(1968,

guidance
of the

is based

on the

as anything

public

school."

on the operation

of

guidance:
There is rather
wide-spread
feeling
that
guidance skills
are sacrosanct
and the private
reserve
of the professional
guidance counselor.
This is true only in a relative
sense.
While
some students
have serious
problems that can
be coped with only from a psychological
background, many students
problems are vocationally
oriented
and can be dealt with by any wel I
informed educator
with the time to I isten and
(Cote,
the inclination
to work with the student."
1968, p. 12)
Many teachers
teacher

at

the

aoi I ity

occupational

and personal

indispensable

this
skill

wf 11 grow rather

The teacher
members of the

guidance

are

diminish

best

program

served

Hopson,

are

sarrie,

remains

and his

in the

counselor

has always

have the

ability

teacher

Barrie,

many of their

decisions.

to the

and the

states:

with

counseling

than

that

some teachers

the students

and Hayes agree

Isaacson

pupi I needs

and

to Hopson,

"The good teacher

counseling."

to help

of counselor

According

p. 340),

to those

by individual

the role

same time.

and Hayes (1968,
been alive

accept

an

need of it

future.
both

in every

important

school.
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Both the teacher
and the counselor
make a
unique contribution
to the career planning
process that supplements
the work of the other.
Neither
can effectively
replace
the other,
nor
can either
do both aspects
of the task that
needs to be done if students
are to be given
the maximum assistance
in planning
for their
future.
The failure
of either
to perform his
function
adequately
wi I I result
in career plan~
nfng bui It on a weaker foundation,
and therefore
more lfkely
to be inadequate.
(Isaacson,
1966,
P. 13)
The teacher
the school,

can assist

but

be determined

the amount of his

by the degree

a child-centered

teacher

in the academic
guidance

II

performed

Demman (1966,

for

typical

contract."

ports

that

counselors
they

of the

but

then

teachers

must be

whom the student

teacher's

teachers

there

must pershould

and counselors
role.

fs some agreement
the

p. 33) states:

If the teacher

functions,

between

there

with

felt

as

as an instructor

student

by a teacher

form some guidance
some agreement

than

in

wi I I

to which he functions

rather

the

program

contribution

sense.

largely

has a long term

the aspects

the counseling

be
on

Campbel I (1968)
between
they

teachers

could

reand

do more than

were doing.

Training
According
(1967)
that

teachers

wf I I help

counselors

to the committee
should

on Specialized

have more training

them become more effective

in the

total

process

Personnel

experiences
partners

of education.

to
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This means that

teachers

have some understanding
through

the fr training

teachers

to participate

the school

appropriate
School

of the world

It might

should

of work,

acquired

This wi 11 al low

more fn the

spend

guidance

be possible

some time training

process

that

teachers

together

in

In

courses.

curriculum
There are

vocational

many ways that

development

Given the
student
contact,
should use the
curriculum
and
assisting
career
way.
(Pruitt,
Hilverda

should

of thefr

objectives

total

school

Most classrooms
variety

of methods

incorporate

can assist

students.

Pruitt

states:

of the

that

guidance

guidance

agree

(1969)

program

an integral

curriculum.

are

vocational

the

involuntary
nature of teacher
ft seems reasonable
that teachers
vehicle
of their
contacts--the
instruction
for the purpose of
development
in a constructive
1969, p. 190)

be to make vocational
of the

teachers

an.d Slocum .( .1970) and Pruitt

one of the major

part

levels

experiences.

setting.

and counselors

at all

flexible

enough

wil I enable
guidance

units

to al low a

the teacher
into

his

to
program.

Dugan states:
Many teachers
discover
quite early fn their
teaching
experience
that occupa ti ona I information
fs inseparable
from other content of learning
and that education
of young people does not proceed
best in isolated
disregard
of I ifetime
occupational
goals and activities.
Those teachers
who do use
career
information
have found that ft can be an
effective
instrument
in educational
motfvatfon.

that
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But there are few who fully appreciate
the
value this information
offers
to the developing vocational
orientation
of the student.
(Dugan, 1966, P. 15)
career

guidance

in which everyone
information
could

the

educational

are

units

school.

vocational

to his

future.

guidance

states

the purpose

and stimulate

in the

level

occupational

of the

just

to have a
The units

Isaacson
unit

exploration

see the relationship

guidance

classroom.

guidance

between

for

of his

vocational

and organized.

of the

in occupational

relevance

is not enough

unit

be wel I planned

(1966)

activity,

and prepared

at any grade

It

should

students

the

to Isaacson

may be developed

taught

realize

activities

secondary

courses

properly

student

According

be a year-around

participates.

that

help

could

further

is to encourage
and to help
school

and later

careers.
Guidance

teacher

Many times
environment
practices

is unable
in his

"traditional"

going

that

has proposed

to incorporate
Perhaps

techniques,

does not allow

to meet the

of curriculum

in the

classroom.

in his

culum guide
are

the teacher

needs

or personal
a new type

present

educational

guidance

units

the teacher

or he Is using
him to change.

of the

change
of teacher:

students,

or

Is
a curriIf teachers

some type

may be necessary.

Hoyt

34
I see this
teacher
as employed primarily
at
the junior high level where he would be responsible mainly for teaching
group guidance to prospective
vocational
students.
Hfs classes
would
concentrate
on the world of work, the world of
vocational
education,
and the world of self.
This new teacher
would be able to use both
vocational
education
teachers
and guidance counselors
as resource
consultants
and referral
sources,
even though technically
he would be
neither.
{Hoyt, 1970, p. 64)

Demman has listed
required

functions

of the personnel-minded

teacher.

The type

effective

in providing

students

the

of teacher

that

be

and child-centered
wi 11 be most

that

guidance

will

services

to his

wi 11 try:

To provide
in the classroom
a climate
and
atmosphere
such that learning
can take place.
To provide a psychological
atmosphere
conducive to good mental health.
To help the chi Id adjust
to a changing,
cha I lenging,
and a hostile
and threatening
environment,
so that he wi I I not be overcome
by it.
To provide for the chi Id an example of
healthy,
ethical,
and moral behavior.
To provide for the child an accurate,
objective
and truthful
knowledge and understanding of mankind, and to help the child use this
knowledge for his own good and the betterment
of
mankind.
{Demman, 1966, p. 33)
Summary
Many of the writers
an important
decisions.
pressure
influence

role

agree

the

in the development

vocational

choices

of the curriculum,
of the

that

teacher,

made under

the pressure

and remote

plays

of vocational

are often

under

classroom

and

from the actual

the
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working

situation.

the teacher

has a responsibility

information,
proper

Because of these

referral

when necessary.

assure

vocational

to counselors

and other

to provide
guidance,
or vocational

reasons,

occupational

or make the
specialists
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SUMMARY
Because

of the greater

ing demands that
every

student

places

has the right

guidance

in the

evaluate

their

The goal

is not

tion

society

complexities

public

on occupational

to expect

schools.

present

role

in vocational

to recruit

students

be overlooked

which the

individual

The counselor
see that

the

receive

assistance

in making his

counselor

must understand

personal

factors

areas

which

occupa-

which might
the

choices

own career

has the primary

students

guidance.

of the opportunities

and to increase
can make his

must re-

to a given

to have them explore

otherwise

choice,

vocational

counselors

but to have them use the scope

open to them,

and increas-

choices.

responsibility

career

occupational

from

information
choice.

to
and
The

the world of work and the
influence

the vocational

decisions

of the students.
It

is the

counselor

in vocational

one person
daily

teacher's

guidance.

in the educational

long-term

involvement

of this

involvement,

valuable

assistance

Vocational

responsibility

decisions.

the

to assist
The teacher

environment
with

teacher

to the student

that

the students.
is able

the
is the
has a
Because

to provide

as he makes his
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With increased
local

and school

being

developed

federal
involvement,

to find

vocational

for

The innovative

units

that

guidance

are
teacher,

materials,

taught

either

or regular

be the most effective

program.
their

ways to increase

the

students.

programs

form of man-machine

are

guidance

is to coordinate

new imaginative

horizons

and state,

many new programs

to aid the vocational

The chat lenge to counselors
efforts

assistance,

materials

that

incorporate

with career
by a guidance
classroom

some
guidance
counselor,

teacher

at the present

seem to
time.
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